DELHI-MATHURA-AGRA-FATHEHPUR SIKRI-JAIPUR TOUR

DAY
1

PROGRAME
The journey for Golden Triangle- to the Capital city Delhi begins from
here. Arrive and transfer to hotel, day free for rest and personal
activities. Overnight at hotel.

2

After relaxation in the political capital city Delhi, wonder below the
heights of Qutub Minar, the beautiful architecture of Jama masjid and the
flag hosting of Lal Qila, through the huge circular, colonnaded building
Sansad Bhavan and the long pathways of India Gate to the Rashtrapati
Bhavan. After noon with the fresh holy mood proceed for the amazing
Lotus Temple – really a piece of architecture in the line of wonders of the
world. Shopping is a never ending story on the streets of Chandni Chowk
enjoying the taste of Delhi’s Chats.

3

After breakfast depart for Agra, Enroute visit The Raas of Lord Krishna,
the holy marriage of sacred Tulsi, the Vrindavan Garden and the Pedas of
Brijwasi will make your day pleasant at the Makkhan chor’s city Mathura.
From the tales of the past to the facts of today witness yourself to be in
the midst of the sacred idol of love. Taj Mahal. a beautiful piece of
sculpture and simplicity – the Minar’s & the tomb. Just watch it and feel
heavenly.

4

Proceed for Jaipur enrouting The Fatehpur Sikiri on the way.The strong &
lively tradition of art & crafts so rich and colourful that adds to the glory
to its home The Pink City- Jaipur. Capital of state famous for its Forts,
Palaces, Museum Handicraft, be a participant with natures changing
moods and the tradition of the mythical past.

5

Enjoy the movie in Asia’s largest Cinema Hall “Raj Mandir” and get
bloomed in the colors of the culture and tradition of Rajasthan in the
shopping streets.

6

After breakfast depart for Udaipur, reach and transfer to hotel, day free
for rest and personal activities. Overnight at hotel.

7

After proceed for local sight seeing, Evening free for shopping. Overnight
at hotel.

8

It’s time to remember the glory of love, the sweets of the Mathura &
Agra, the gardens, and at last but not the least colourful pride of
Rajasthan before reaching the textile city.

